Abstract-This
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, mobile robotic sensors are playing increasingly important roles due to their locomotion capabilities [1] , [2] and there has been an increasing exploitation of mobile sensor networks with a proper control algorithm in environmental problems [3] , [4] . Unlike static sensors, mobile sensors can move adaptively to specified areas of interests to acquire desired information under a controlling mechanism.
With the development of various underwater, ground and aerial robots for sensing applications, mobile sensor networks are becoming more important in sampling and recovering a certain sensing field. For example, a mobile sensor network [1] is deployed on a lake to reconstruct the temperature field of the lake surface. Vision-based UAVs collaborate to extract and match environmental features for forest fire detection [5] . In all of these applications, it is critical to efficiently plan the motion of the network according to the feature of the sensing field. In other words, for a mobile sensor network, this is a motion planning problem to cover all the pre-computed way points along the sensors path.
The unique feature of a mobile sensor network is its flexibility to reconfigure the network topology in response to the sensing field. Sampling density and locations can be adjusted according to sensing demands. Different areas of importance have been paid different attention. Rapidly changing areas deserve high sampling density. However, the information of the sensing filed is not known in prior, and therefore the sampling pattern can not be pre-determined. The way to maximize network utility efficiency is to determine actively measurements of high information amount, i.e., only the most informative data in the sensing field is attractive. Therefore, a more efficient sampling method with adaptive feature is desired.
In this paper, an adaptive sampling algorithm based on compressive sensing is proposed for mobile sensor networks, where networked mobile sensors deployed over sensing field will collaborate and seek the most informative measurements to represent the target sensing field with a sparse representation. The proposed algorithm has three contributions as follows: (1) it collects condensed measurements using a mobile sensor, which could save a lot of sensing resources; (2) it obtains higher reconstruction accuracy using fewer sensors, measurements and less moving cost between two measurement positions; (3) Each measurement will be uniquely optimized to further improve the sampling efficiency.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Information acquisition is the core problem in adaptive mobile sensing. An adaptive sampling can search for the information of interest exactly and collect corresponding samples to estimate the unknown environment. The efficiency of mobile sensors falls into the sensing resource allocation according to the information distribution. In this paper, the adaptive sampling model for MSNs is built on Compressive Sensing (CS) theory which was proposed in 2006 [6] . A local compressive sensing model is designed for each sensor of the mobile sensor network in order to determine measurements and reconstruct a signal partially.
Suppose that X represents the entire sensing field in Fig. 1 , which is a real-valued, finite-length, one-dimensional, discretetime N ×1 column vector. The field can be said to be K-sparse (or compressible) if it is a linear combination of only K N basis vectors, and it can be formulated as X t at time t as follows: where Ψ t is an N × N basis matrix which is orthonormal for simplicity and θ t is the N × 1 transform coefficient vector that has at most (significant) nonzero entries. Obviously, θ t and X t are equivalent representations for the sensing field, with θ t in the Ψ t domain and X t in the time or space domain.
Green dots in Fig. 1 are condensed measurements which were collected by the mobile sensor network previously. Suppose the sensor centered in the red box in Fig. 1 is s i (i = 1, 2, ..., m s ) , located at p t i . The red box marks a local compressive sensing area. The target signal located in the red box is denoted as X t i at time t instead of the X which represents the entire sensing field, while measurements in the box correspond to Y t i in the local model, yielding
where Φ t i is the measurement matrix for sensor s i at time t, and θ t i is the sparse representation correspondingly. In this paper, we define the local compressive sensing area (red box in Fig. 1 ) as A t RB,i . The above local compressive sensing model is mainly used when determining the most informative measurements. According to CS theory, acquisition noise of measurement has to be added into the system, yielding
where e is the measurement noise, modeled as zero mean Gaussian variable with precision α 0 , e ∼ N (0, α −1 0 ). In this model, the key problem is how to design a stable measurement matrix Φ t i such that the salient information in the sensing field is not damaged due to the dimensionality reduction from N to M . We use measurement matrix Φ t i to indicate the distribution of existing measurements and new positions that sensors will move to in this algorithm. The matrix Φ t i (or D which will be explained in Section IV-C) will be constructed as follows [7] :
where it represents a matrix with only one 1 and several 0 in every row. The one 1 in every row indicates the position of a existed measurement or next position which a sensor will move to. The number of rows in Φ t represents how many measurements exist in a local area of the sensing field. If some points are sampled repeatedly, there may be more than one 1 in every column. Otherwise, there will be at most one 1 in every column. This matrix is the result of point sampling in the sensing domain.
III. MEASUREMENT DETERMINATION IN MOBILE SENSOR NETWORKS
A down-sampling method requires each measurement contains as much information as possible. This section deals with the problems on how to determine the most informative measurements by quantifying and maximizing the information amount. A mobile sensor s i determines the most informative measurements given the measurement set Y t i within the surrounding area A t RB,i . In the compressive sensing model, condensed measurements are collected, leaving the unknown sensing field filled with uncertainty. The uncertainty indicates a state that has limited knowledge to exactly describe an existing state. In this case, it is a lack of measurements to represent the sensing field X at a certain degree. A new measurement within A t RB,i can result in describing the sensing field more accurately, meaning that it can reduce the uncertainty to some extent. The most informative measurement in this paper exactly indicates the measurement that can diminish the uncertainty to the most extent. In the same domain where measurements are collected, it is difficult to analyze the uncertainty, because the impact of a potential measurement is unknown. Thus, a suitable sparse domain is needed when analyzing the uncertainty, which is the Haar wavelet domain for Ψ in Expression (3).
Based on the local compressive sensing model in Expression (2), statistical features are studied. θ t i is a sparse signal, which is a sparse representation of X t i . The statistical features of a sparse signal have been well studied in [8] , where θ t i is modeled as a multiple Gaussian distribution.
If a zero covariance θ 
This indicates the potential measurement can be inferred from the sparse representation. Given a measurement set Y posterior distribution of θ t i is given
where α = {α 1 , α 2 ...α N }, and N is the dimension of θ t i ; α k , (k = 1...N ) corresponds to the Gaussian precision of each entry in θ t i , and α 0 is measurement noise as shown in Expression (3); p(θ
, and I is the Fisher information matrix. Since the three distributions in Expression (7) are known, the posterior distribution of θ t i can be calculated. Given a set of measurements
with posterior mean and variance, the solutions yield:
With the posterior mean and variance calculated, it is worth noting that the parameters in Expression (8), which is a likelihood function, can be optimized in order to infer new precisions given the posterior mean and variance. To optimize parameters in Expression (8) is to maximize L(α, α 0 ), so that the best α and α 0 can be found for the distribution. This is known as the type-II maximum likelihood and can be implemented through differentiation, being given in [8] . The new parameters yield:
where γ k = 1 − α k Σ kk . An iterative algorithm can be executed by alternating between Expressions (9) and (10) and Expressions (11) and (12). It converges very fast, and α k becomes large for zero or small entries of θ t i . Suppose the iteration number is T , α 0 , α k , and T will be set initial values in simulations.
Once the distribution of θ t i is calculated, it would be an easy task to infer the new measurementŷ t+1 i , subject tô
The only unknown factor isφ t+1 i
, which is going to be a new row added into the projection matrix. To calculate theφ can be quantified by its differential entropy
The larger this quantity is, the more information it can contain. The desired measurement can be determined by maximizinĝ
which is the locally optimized measurement. The distribution ofŷ t+1 i can be calculated from Expression (13)
where
T . This maximization problem can be simplified as to maximize C y , which is exactly the variance of the potential measurement. It implies that the amount of information of a potential measurement can be explained in terms of its variance. This also explains the relationship between the uncertainty and the most informative measurement. In this section, a few measurements with the largest information are determined, {ŷ t+1 i,1 . . .ŷ t+1 i,NI }, where N I is the number of potential informative measurements. One of these measurements will be chosen and collected by leveraging the moving cost.
IV. ADAPTIVE SAMPLING AND SENSING FOR MOBILE SENSOR NETWORKS

A. Data Sharing and Sensor Fusion
One of the advantages of mobile sensor networks is that networked sensors can share information with others. The goal of sharing data is to increase awareness of the surrounding area, and it may result in different new measurements. It is a research problem to efficiently transmit data, avoiding communication jam. Using an mobile sensor network to explore an unknown area, sensors have to register themselves with each other to maintain a uniform coordinate system. This explains sensor alignment and information fusion. To achieve energy efficiency, decentralized algorithms are developed. Both of the issues are based on an existing network, so the first problem is how to define the network topology. The following part explains three steps.
1) The Establishment of Network Topology:
The relative neighborhood graph (RNG) [9] is used to establish a network topology. With m s mobile sensors s i (i = 1, 2, ..., m s ), the topology of the mobile network can be defined as a bidirectional graph G(S, C), where S = {s i , i = 1...m s } denotes the mobile sensors, and C = {C i,j } denotes the communication connection. C i,j exists if and only if sensors s i and s j are connected directly. The advantage of using graph definition is to uniquely define the data sharing and information fusion process in mobile sensor networks. Though a mobile sensor s i may connect with many others directly or indirectly, it will only share data with its immediate neighbors s N (i) defined by graph G. This will significantly reduce the communication cost and lower the impact of losing a sensor in the mobile sensor network.
2) Sensor Localization: Sensors in a mobile sensor network have to precisely localize each other before exchanging information; otherwise, information can never be fused. Imaging sensors equipped on unmanned vehicles can capture images that contain invariant features in the sensing field. The invariant features are used to discover location of mobile sensors accurately in relationship to one another. If one or more invariant features are captured by two sensors at the same time, indicating they have imaging overlap, they can localize each other. Otherwise, there is no overlap, thus they cannot be localized. We are only interested in the relative positions between clustered mobile sensors, where imaging overlap exists. We can define the links between two sensors where imaging overlap as OC = {OC i,j }, OC ⊂ C. OC i,j exists, if and only if s i and s j are directly connected and have imaging overlaps.
Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [10] is used to extract the invariant features in different sensor coordinate systems. These features are regarded as references to fuse two sensors together. It becomes an image stitching problem when sensors are localized with each other. 
3) Information Fusion
B. Network Motion
Measurements have to be determined not only subject to the maximal posterior variance but also the moving cost from current position to the newly determined measurement position. Based on the above description, the most informative measurement is determined as the local optimum. However, it would be wasteful if the mobile sensor goes back and forth to collect measurements. To plan the motion of a mobile sensor s i , the moving cost should be considered. The most informative measurement is not collected, but the one which strikes the balance between information content and moving cost is collected.
To reevaluate the newly determined measurements, Expression (15) should be changed by adding a moving cost item. ) represents the explored region overlapping between different sensors. ω and β are two positive weighted factors which are used to achieve a proper ratio for these three items. These two parameters can adjust the relationship between the amount of information of measurements, power consumption and region overlapping.
Once one measurement is determined by leveraging sensor moving cost, it is time to move the sensor to collect that particular measurement. The only constraint is collision with other sensors. The mobile sensor network keeps the d as the safety margin for sensors. At any time t, the dynamic collision avoidance constraint is
where ||p t i − p t j || is the real-time distance between mobile sensors indexed by i and j. In the simulation, parameter d will be given. When s i achieve the designed position, the measurement determined can be collected. The collected measurement is supposed to be y , which is used in a new cycle.
C. Partial Signal Reconstruction
To reconstruct a signal from incomplete measurements is a time consuming procedure, especially for large scale signals. In this paper, signals are reconstructed given measurements including initial random measurements and adaptive measurements in small scale. The newly collected measurement y , which is shown in Fig. 2 .
Suppose the signal reconstruction isX t i .X t i is stored in sensor s i . As the adaptive sampling algorithm carries on, a sensor s i in the mobile sensor network stores reconstruction piecesX
. These reconstruction pieces are merged together,X i = {X τ i |τ = 1 . . . t}. InX i , some entries of X have been reconstructed multiple times, while some have not even been covered. For the multiple reconstructed entries, mean values are calculated. This is the reconstruction portion from sensor s i , which may just cover a small area of the entire sensing field. Once the algorithm is terminated, all the reconstruction pieces from the entire mobile sensor network are collected X R = {X τ i |i = 1 . . . n s , τ = 1 . . . t}. Each entry of X should be recovered multiple times by the X R . SupposeX k in the global compressive sensing model X and x t i,j in the local compressive sensing model X t i reflect the same pixel, thus denoted as k = f (i, j, t). The final reconstruction is generated by averaging all the reconstructed elements. Each entry of the reconstruction,X, can be calculated The new measurement matrix. Suppose that A t RB,i is an n × n area; the area is treated by vectorizing it into a long onedimensional row vector in Φ t+1 i and 1 indicates a measurement position.
where m sit is the measurement index.
In this paper, we adopt the Structurally Random Matrix (SRM) Compressive Sensing [11] , which is improved to adjust to the adaptive sampling algorithm. In this approach, the sensing signal is prerandomized by scrambling its sample locations or flipping its sample signs, then it transforms the randomized samples fast and finally subsamples the resulting transform coefficients to obtain the final sensing measurements. In Structurally Random Matrix, Φ t is composed of three matrices with different features as follows:
where R in the algorithm is the local randomizer which is an N × N diagonal random matrix and its diagonal entries R ii are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with identical distribution P (R ii = ±1) = 0.5; F is an N ×N orthonormal matrix which is selected among popular fast computable transforms and its purpose is to spread the information of the signals samples over all measurements; D t is an M × N subsampling matrix.
In original matrix representation, D t is simply a random subset of M rows of the identity matrix of size N × N . In this reconstruction approach, D t is used to indicate the distribution of existing measurements and new positions that sensors will move to and constructed as Expression (4) instead of Φ. The scale coefficient N M is to normalize the transform so that the energy of the measurement vector is almost similar to that of the input signal vector.
D. Adaptive Sampling Algorithm
The adaptive sampling proposed in this paper is a feedback driven method using previous measurements to guide mobile sensors to move new positions and collect new measurements. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the algorithm which illustrates the structure of the adaptive sampling and reconstruction. Without any knowledge of a target sensing field, a small number of random measurements are collected initially. The feedback loop starts with the initialized measurement set and the set of sensor positions which share information and newly generate measurements in previous loops. Sensors establish a network and fuse information, generating a measurement set that can be used to determine new measurements. The information amount is quantified and analyzed and a set of measurement is determined as the most informative one. Newly generated measurements are reevaluated, and one of them is collected after sensor motion. Then, it updates the measurement set for next loop. Partial signal reconstruction is executed after merging.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Numerical Experimental
In this section, by reconstructing an unknown sensing field, we evaluate the sensing performance of the adaptive sampling algorithm with SRM and compare it with that of the completely random sampling. The different approaches which are compared are adaptive sampling with SRM (AS-SRM), and random sampling with SRM (RD-SRM). The proposed algorithm has been run on a Personal Computer with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4210M CPU @ 2.6GHz processor and 8GB memory.
A 2-D scalar field in Fig. 4(a) is used as the target sensing field to be reconstructed. A small portion of the most informative measurements are collected by a mobile sensor network to justify the method presented in this paper. Each measurement is evaluated in sparse domain, and collected in spatial domain with the measuring noise defined by e. Fig. 4(a) which is in 256×256 resolution shows the sensing field with pixels being scaled between 0 and 255. 2% initial measurements are randomly taken, that is 256 2 × 2% = 1311. ) is proportional to the distance, and small weighted factor ω is used, which is set 6 × 10 −5 . The safety margin d is 8.
To evaluate the reconstruction performance, reconstruction error is introduced as follows:
where x represents original signal and x rec is reconstructed signal. Fig. 4 shows visual difference among the original sensing field and reconstructions with different ratios of adaptive measurements. With the increasing number of measurements, reconstruction effect improves. As can be seen from Fig. 4(d) , there is no significant difference visually between the original sensing field and reconstruction with 12.21% measurements. In Table I the reconstruction performance of AS-SRM and RD-SRM is presented based on all of the sensing field in Fig.  4 , for N = 2000, N = 3000, N = 5000 and N = 8000 measurements. When the number of measurements increases, the reconstruction errors reduce. We also compare the performance among a mobile sensor network of 1 individual sensor and 7 sensors in reconstruction errors when the number of measurements is the same. As can be seen from Table I , the sensing performance of the adaptive sampling algorithm is better than that of the completely random sampling. There is no significant difference between different numbers of sensors in the same network. For completely random sampling, sensor number only decides sampling time. Overall, a mobile sensor network with more sensors have better performance, and shared information between mobile sensors gives more accuracy in measurement prediction, which increases the fidelity of the inference of the most informative measurements newly determined. When the number of sensors in the mobile sensor network reduces to 1, the measurement determination algorithm is still effective without network collaboration.
The performance curves of AS-SRM and RD-SRM are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) , which correspond to the sensor numbers: 1 and 7, respectively. As clearly seen in Fig. 5 , reconstruction error curves of the adaptive sampling algorithm decrease more smoothly than that of the completely random sampling with the increasing number of measurements. The network can explore different areas simultaneously resulting fast drop in the reconstruction error curve for the first several thousand measurements. It indicates the adaptive sampling algorithm can carry out steadily and can find out the most informative measurements organically.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an adaptive algorithm using mobile sensor networks is proposed to sample and reconstruct a unknown sensing field of interest in much more complicated situation. This research work explores the statistical model based on a down sampling method, compressive sensing. With a small portion of measurements collected, the sampling cost has been reduced. Measurements are evaluated and optimized under a sparse domain by information amount. Network collaboration has been emphasized, making the measurement determination more robust. Besides measurement collection and signal reconstruction, this paper also presents information propagation, sensor fusion, network motion, etc. In the simulation, the adaptive algorithm has been justified better performance compared with normal compressive sensing method with random sampling that collect excessive measurements.
